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1 HelloWorld

If your group has completed the exercise from 20.10.2016, you are free to con-
tinue with the following exercises. In case setting up your group’s environment
is not yet finished, please continue with it and upload the HelloWorld.py script
to the first exercise subfolder of your group’s Git repository.

2 Numbers, Lists and Files

Download the script called 0401.py and file numbers.txt from the course web-
site. Save them in the same directory. Lines 1, 3 and 4 contain short comments
explaining the code.

1. Add comments to lines 5 and 7 explaining what the code does.

2. Similar to line 7, include a statement that prints list B.

3. Include a statement that prints the length of list B.

4. The last print statement that you should include should output the sum
of the 2 elements in list B converted to an integer.

3 Sets and Files

Write a script called 0402.py that reads both files en pronouns.txt (which is
a list of English pronouns) and en stopwords.txt (which is a list of English
stopwords). Fill the contents of these files into two different sets (hint: you can
create a set the following way mySet = set(<a list of elements>))). Using
common set operations (e.g. union, intersection, etc.) provided by Python,
include print statements that output the following:

1. The number of pronouns included in the list of stopwords.



2. The number of elements in the set of stopwords without the ones included
in the set of pronouns.

3. The boolean values True or False, based on the test if the list of stopwords
includes all elements in the list of pronouns.

4. The number of elements that are contained in the list of pronouns but not
in the list of stopwords.

Comment each of the lines in 0402.py.

4 Strings, Lists, Dictionaries and Files (optional)

Download the script called 0403.py and file dictBase.txt from the course
website. Save them in the same directory. The file dictBase.txt contains 3
words (boat, table and cat) together with their most frequent sense (MFS). In
computational linguistics (CL) the MFS of a given word is the dictionary sense
of this word that occurs most often across all cases in which the word has been
used. The file is formatted in a way that each line has the following contents:
word--MFS.

1. Add a statement that prints out the size of the dictionary.

2. Print out the key-value pair under the key table.

3. Print out each key-value pair separately in a sorted order (hint: look up
the slides).

5 Submission

Please, submit all the changed/created scripts into the second exercise subfolder
of your group’s Git repository. Make sure that the uploaded scripts are running
(scripts that do not run will not be considered for evaluation!). The (late)
deadline for submitting the tasks of this exercise sheet is 2.11.2016 (also make
sure you submit the first exercise sheet so that we know the names of the
group members). All tasks that are marked as optional are not required in
your submissions and will not affect your evaluation. However, if you want our
feedback on them, feel free to include in your submissions the solutions for them
too.
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